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Lifework of doctor killed in accident after Fukushima evacuation lives on through art－ 毎日新聞
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Lifework of doctor killed in accident after Fukushima
evacuation lives on through art
"Everything that my husband did in life was out
of the ordinary."
So commented Michiko Sonoda, whose husband
Iwao, a medical doctor, was killed on June 5 in a
traffic-related accident in Karuizawa, Nagano
Prefecture, where the couple had evacuated
with their three teenage sons from their home in
Iwaki, Fukushima Prefecture, following the
March 2011 earthquake and tsunami and the
ensuing nuclear accident.
Born in the city of Iwaki in 1951, Iwao Sonoda
followed in his father's footsteps as a community
medical doctor after graduating from the Keio

Doctor Iwao Sonoda is seen at his home
in Iwaki, Fukushima Prefecture, where he
spent half of each week following the
March 2011 outbreak of the Fukushima
nuclear disaster after his family
evacuated to Karuizawa, Nagano
Prefecture. (Photo courtesy of Michiko
Sonoda)

University School of Medicine. As his wife noted,

拡⼤写真

however, he was no ordinary doctor -- the most
obvious characteristic setting him apart from
others of his profession perhaps being his passionately pursued hobby of abstract oil
painting.
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artwork.
"Iwao painted every day for 15 years," Michiko said. "And after the nuclear accident,
he viewed art as a tool that could help heal the divisions that had formed between
people following the disaster."
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Prior to his death, Iwao organized and funded -- as well as contributed his artworks to
-- two exhibitions featuring artists from the region known as Abukuma, whose domain
includes Iwaki city and the neighboring Futaba district. Michiko explained that
relations between citizens of the two locales had grown testy due to the uneven
support provided by the Japanese government following the nuclear accident -- and
that her husband had hoped that the joint exhibitions would help encourage
reconciliation.
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"At first, Iwaki residents opened their homes to people from Futaba after so many of
them lost their homes and possessions," Michiko explained, "but relationships began
to sour after Futaba citizens began receiving compensation payments of 100,000 yen
per person per month -- including children and babies -- while people in Iwaki got
nothing, even though radiation levels there remained high."
The two exhibitions in July where Iwao was due to show his works along with other
local artists were scheduled for the Tenshin Memorial Museum of Art in Ibaraki
Prefecture, and the Gallery Kiraku in the Tamura district of Fukushima Prefecture -both located within the Abukuma region.
http://mainichi.jp/english/english/features/news/20130914p2a00m0na018000c.html
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While the exhibitions took place as planned, they ended up happening in Iwao's
absence. On the night of June 5, Michiko found him pinned underneath his truck,
which had rolled down an incline in front of the family's house. He was pronounced
dead shortly after being taken to the hospital.
"My husband believed in the unlimited future possibilities that could be realized by
cooperating together to hold a cultural event," Michiko said. "This was not something
that he approached from a place of ego -- but rather with the natural innocence of a
child."
Deeply influenced by traditional Chinese medicine, Iwao
considered the human body to be a model of the
universe itself. He thoughtfully considered patients'
relationships and living environments when making
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diagnoses, and preferred to empower them to live

←薄⽑が気になっている私

healthy lifestyles rather than to depend upon treatments

ライオン初！⼥性のための

and medication.

通販育⽑剤！50代以上の⼥性、必⾒

８週で⾎管年齢が若返る？

"Iwao did not fit within the mainstream structure of

⾎管をしなやかに、若々しく保つ、

doctors and hospitals at all," Michiko said. She explained
that he was not concerned with making money -An abstract oil work painted by
Sonoda is seen at his home in
Iwaki, Fukushima Prefecture,
prior to being included in two
exhibitions that he organized
prior to his death featuring
artists from the city of Iwaki
and the Futaba district. (Photo
courtesy of Michiko Sonoda)
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charging nothing for patients who had financial
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difficulties, and taking only 1,000 yen even when he did
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charge a visiting fee.
"It might sound strange for me to be praising my
husband like this, but he was a wonderful doctor," she
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said. "In today's world of medicine for profit-making, I
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think he truly made a difference."

あなたのお家は今いくら？

An article published in the local Hibi no Shimbun

不動産の実勢価格が変動中！？
簡単４５秒⼊⼒で⼀括査定できる！

newspaper in memory of Iwao's passing agreed. " Iwao
san always operated in the style of a local doctor, diagnosing the entire person, while
paying consideration to his patients' family circumstances," stated the article, which
was subtitled 'Requiem.' "He assessed what was best for each individual by spending
time with them just chatting about life in general. He believed that the relationship of
trust between doctor and patient was of utmost importance."
In addition to his copious artworks, Iwao left behind writings where he explored the
meaning of life -- including at least one handwritten memo wherein he pondered the
larger significance of the nuclear accident from a perspective that seemed to combine
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history, philosophy and quantum physics.
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"The release of radiation has a negative impact upon living organisms," he wrote.

⾒る知る学ぶ「⽂字のないニュース」

"The word 'shusoku' (bringing under control) refers to something ultimately being
restored to its original state of being, which -- mathematically speaking -- is
understood to take place within the assumed concept of 'infinity.'"
Referring to the nuclear disaster, he continued, "While the original state of being may
once again be reached, then, it does remain unclear whether this can actually be fully
achieved. When faced with a catastrophe of this magnitude, our thought processes
just come to a standstill."
Michiko explained, "For Iwao, everything in life was connected -- and ultimately,
everything related back to the cosmos itself."
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She also noted that although her husband was not a political person by nature, he

こころからの⼿紙コンテスト作品募集

reserved harsh words for Tokyo Electric Power Co. for perpetrating the nuclear

⾼校⽣⼩論⽂コンテスト通過者公開中

disaster in Fukushima -- and then leaving the structures there to fester despite

第１１回グリーンツーリズム⼤賞発表

knowing of their dangers.
"Iwao had no desire to leave Iwaki and live in Karuizawa; he only agreed to the
arrangement because he was concerned for the health of our sons given the dangers
of low-level radiation in the air, water and food," Michiko explained. She also added
http://mainichi.jp/english/english/features/news/20130914p2a00m0na018000c.html
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that the family had in fact ended up there only by chance.
"We had packed up the whole family into the car
on March 11 -- including our dog and our fish -and were on our way to Toyama Prefecture,"
she recalled. "It was just too far to make it
there in one night, however, so we found a
place to stay in Komoro, Nagano Prefecture. The
next day, I called a friend who helped us find a
place to stay in nearby Karuizawa, which would
be just close enough for Iwao to continue
commuting back to Iwaki."
The Sonodas helped to plan a 2011 summer
camp event in Karuizawa for Fukushima children
who were affected by the nuclear plant disaster,
and Michiko also plans to organize an additional

An abstract oil work painted by Sonoda is
seen at his home in Iwaki, Fukushima
Prefecture, prior to being included in two
exhibitions that he organized prior to his
death featuring artists from the city of
Iwaki and the Futaba district. (Photo
courtesy of Michiko Sonoda)
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showing of Iwao's work in Tokyo in order to help
raise funds for Fukushima citizens in need.

Michiko -- who is herself an accomplished translator after having lived for several
years in France, as well as a writer whose columns have also appeared regularly in the
Hibi no Shimbun -- says that the summer camp initiative was appropriate at the time,
but that ongoing support now needs to take a different form.
"It's wonderful to send Fukushima children to places like Karuizawa and Okinawa for
summer trips -- but our young people are not being taught to think critically about the
dangers of nuclear power," she said. "We need to put money into education for this
purpose."
"Our national Diet members also need to stop eating Fukushima peaches on TV, and
instead, go try living there themselves so they can see what life is truly like," she said.
"And above all, we need to end the system of nuclear power in this country."
"It's fantastic when people from other prefectures speak out," she added. "But unless
more people from Fukushima Prefecture raise their voices, nothing will change." (By
Kimberly Hughes, Staff Writer)

September 14, 2013(Mainichi Japan)
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